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Z(s) = J + H'(sI -F)-l G (1) with F square and of minimal dimension, Then Z(s) is positive real if and only if there exist matrices P, L, and WO,with P positive definite symmetric, such that
PF+F'P= -U.'; PG=H-LWO; W~Wo=J+ J'. (2)
Th~-e are computational difficulties in finding P, L, and WO,which in essence define a matrix W(s) such that z(s) + Z'( -s) = W'( -S)ki''(s)
via the formula 
, a technique for solving this equation is discussed. Once a P has been found, L follows from the second of equations (2) (note that WO is nonsingular since J + Y is); WO also follows from (2), at least to within multiplication by an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. Then W(s) in (4) may be constructed. 
[t is shown in Anderson [5] that there is a unique P satisfying (5) and (6) and that it generates a W(s) having the desired property. A second method is to use the following lemma, a trivial variant on a result in Anderson [6] .
Lemmajor Detwmination ojP
With the same hypothesis as for the positive real lemma, let Z(s) be positive real, J + J' nonsingular, Z(s) possess no ju -axis poles, and Z(jm) + Z'( -jto) be positive definite, Then the equation
-Ii ==n[F -G(.J+ J')-'H'] + [F' -H(J + J')-lG']H + HG(J + J') *G'H + H(J + J')-'H' (7)
with initial condition fI(tl) = O has a well-defined solution Y(t, tl) for all t< t,. Moreover, lim Y(t, I,) exists and equals P, the unique solution of I--m (5) and (6). and thus V(s) in (1 1) gives a spectral factorization of 2(.s) + Z'( -.s), where the first term on the right of (12) is analytic in Re s >0, rather than the second, as in (3), If (J+ J') is nonsingular, Q satisfies
Dual results follow by noting that if Z(s) is positive real, so is Y(s) = Z'(s); and if Z(s) is given by (l), Y(s) is given by

Y(s) = J' + G'(sI -F")" 'H.
Q[F' -H(J + J')-'G'] + [F -G(J + J')-lH']Q + QH(J + J')-'H'Q + G(J + J')-l G' = O. (13)
The particular solution of (12) leading to a V(s) with stable inverse also satisfies the dual condition
Re~.,[F' + H(J + J')-'(QH -G)'] <0 (14)
and, with appropriate conditions on Z(s), is the limiting solutlon O! the Riccati equation
-fi = fIIF' -H(J + J')-' G'] + [F -G(J + J')-'H']Il + ftH(J + J')-lH'fJ + G(J + J') lG' (15)
with zero initial condition.
Finally, let us note that if P, L, and WO are matrices satisfying (2). when F, G, H, and J are known, one set of matrices satisfying (9) (10)
